Faculty Displays Art
At Crumley Gallery

By George Reilou

Visitors to Crumley Gallery from now to October 17 should be impressed at the variety of talent offered by five MiraCosta professors whose exhibits are shown.

Howard Ganz, David Crouch, Henry A. Meier, Suzi Spector, and Rhoda Lopez, each offer examples of their talent.

The works include sculpture by Ganz, ceramics by Mrs. Lopez, oil painting and sketches by David Crouch, sketches by Suzi Spector, and water colors by Meier.

For study, Crouch feels the exhibition Director, has exhibits of both abstract and realistic nature. All are of bronze, either cast or welded.

His primary exhibit, if anyone can be said to be it, would be "The Crucifixion". "This is a bronze casting of a man placed in a mirrored box, the viewer looking through a one-way mirror. Ganz explains this work as an example of man trapped by his environment.

David S. Crouch, an evening painting instructor, works as a scientific illustrator at Scripps. His main interests are to paint and to teach. His exhibits include oil paintings and sketches.

The oil paintings are studies of clothing, a variation on the still life.

The works of MiraCosta College Cultural Affairs Commission. The price of tickets for single-night performances is $2.00 General and $1.25 Students. Tickets are obtainable at Associated Student Union on Campus or at the MiraCosta Auditorium door.

The programs for all three nights consist of what is most modernly termed "short subject" films, some running a minute and others running an hour, but all encompassing the new "shorts.

The new short films are different from the heyday of Hollywood shorts, but they are being made by independent filmmakers from across the world, whose primary interest in these segments is to produce as much expression as possible in film.

Mr. David Gundlach, Associate Student Commission of Cultural Events, stated, "The Kinetic Art is an attempt to win back public appeal for short films, and appears, according to the statistics at hand regarding attendance to the series, "shorts" are back for good."

Something For Everybody
During MCC Madcap Week

"A madcap week of fun devoted to breaking loose from our usual service programs and leaving some of our student inhibitions loose" is how AMS President Jack Lindsey describes the upcoming AMS-AWS Week.

"Participation is the key word and we're inviting everyone on campus to participate," Jack and AWS President Ruth Godinet pointed out.

A pie-eating contest has been slated for Monday on the patio to start things off.

Tuesday unveils two activities: a Volkswagen-stuffing on the patio and a skateboard contest on the sidewalks.

A "Mr. Beautiful Legs" Contest, to be judged by the AWS, and a Box Lunch Social, both held on the patio, round out Wednesday's schedule.

Weep losers will aband on Thursday as a tag-o'-war in Pedley Park and "Water Balloons at Twenty Paces" are on the agenda.

The scene shifts back to the patio Friday with a Band and Dance Contest closing out the week.

All activities begin at 11:00 with sign-up sheets available on the days of the activities.

The pie-eating contest, "Mr. Beautiful Legs" Contest, "Water Balloons at Twenty Paces," and the Dance Contest each have a ten cent fee.

Dance Contest winners will receive prizes: $5 for first, $3 for second and $1 for third.

Bake A Bit -- AWS got the ball rolling this week with their annual Bake Sale, and the goodies got off the shelf in a hurry as campus gentlemen like those, who wished to stay anonymous, rushed to the table in the student Co-op to hand over their "bits" for some home-baked...
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**EDITORIAL**

Mr. Clint Pedley, President of the Board of Trustees, has a handful of dreams and a pocket full of plans. But so do the students of MiraCosta College, who presently persist in pleasing their case.

One of Mr. Pedley's dreams is a campus park, and it sits unmaintained at the bottom of the hill. It's that weed-covered acreage at the Barnard Drive fork to the two parking areas.

In fact, it's right where everyone can see it, including those citizens of the surrounding communities who wish to find their college campus for the first time.

Unfortunately, the campus park, commonly referred to as 'Pedley Park' still maintains it's priority (including maintenance) at the bottom of the list.

Mr. Pedley dreams of plans to build an amphitheatre there. Such a structure at the entrance to the school, complete with stage, steps leading down the hill, and appropriate landscaping, would be, beyond doubt, the pride of the campus. But even the seeding of the area with grass and planting a few trees, would lend to an improved atmosphere of pride of the campus. But even the seeding of the area with grass and planting a few trees, would lend to an improved atmosphere of pride of the campus. But even the seeding of the area with grass and planting a few trees, would lend to an improved atmosphere of pride of the campus.

Still it seems, the dreams lay far in the future. But how about ground maintenance until then. With the homecoming bond-fire, not so far away, a pile of old wood that the students have stored in the parking lot is their private possession. I, am not represented in this group that this road and parking lot is their private property. I, am not represented in this group that this road and parking lot is their private property. I, am not represented in this group that this road and parking lot is their private property.

Maybe, if we all look at Pedley Park hard enough and all at the same time, the disagreeable will disappear. Or maybe, if this campus eye-sore continues to be just that, we should begin using the name "Pedley's Folley" instead of Pedley Park.

**JOHN EVANOFF**
It's Dry...For Now

MiraCosta college students were caught boycotting the campus grounds last week as a result of the high tide created by computerized sprinklers. But, according to groundsmen and the weatherman, Lake Ledgerwood is disappearing.

Since the spring rains usually inundate the campus, it will be interesting to see how long the lake will remain extinct.

The causes for the 'plague of the marsh' came down to three things: silica sand, human error, and foggy weather.

For those students not up on their geology, silica sand contains a glassy mineral that adheres like "molding clay" when wet and that separates like oil and water when dry.

MCC lies atop such a silica formation, which stretches from Tri-City Hospital to Plaza Camino Real and to the Silica Sand beds to the north — roughly an area of two to three miles.

Human error further aggravated the problem, since an effective run-off system had not been included in MCC's original blueprints. Instead of sloped run-offs, there are level run-offs that trap the water in ditches like the one by the Communications Center.

What made the situation worse, was foggy weather during the first week of classes. The automatic time clocks were set for summer watering, and could not adjust automatically to the sudden weather change.

For the past week, watering has been stopped to enable the campus to dry out.
It's A Contest!

For Legs

LIKE LEGS? — Fortunately, legs are definitely IN this year. Congratulations are in order for the women, who have won the contest. If any man on campus knows who they belong to, please bring the CHARIOT in K-51 by noon Oct. 10. The prize will be a dinner for two with the compliments of the CHARIOT.
testing Watchers

ear and the men sure do appreciate it. Of course, con-
tently done all the work in these pictures. But don't feel
longs to these legs, write it down on paper and submit
try who identifies the most girls by their legs will win
. In case of a draw, everybody dines.
Willy Buchanon became a thief last Saturday night but was not arrested for his crowd-pleasing deeds. The stand-out defensive half-back intercepted four Antelope Valley passes as the MiraCosta Spartans rolled to a 18-7 win over the Mariners.

Rick Green passed to Wayne Thomas for 35 yards, Peni Saole raced 60 yards from scrimmage, and Sporty Willis jaunted 11 yards for the three Spartans' touchdowns. Antelope Valley's score came in the third quarter on an 89 yard pass interception return by Ruth Tosi. The pass interception came after a 45 yard drive by the Spartans to the visitors 14 yard line. The only other threat came in the fourth quarter when the Spartans moved 56 yards in five plays aided by a 15 yard penalty.

Spartan Peni Saole had a fine game from the full-back slot, the Marauders had next to no success passing, the MiraCosta offense showed sharp lines in the Palomar game.

With Buchanon and Eddie Johnson roaming the Spartan backfield, the Marauders had next to no success passing, completing only seven out of 28 for 46 yards.

The Costan defense played a key role in their victory. The line hit hard and effectively, any form the AV eleven in check through most of the game.

Junior Paopao Spells 'War' Scares Lancers

Loi Paopao is suffering from pneumonia and the Pasadena Lancers will probably thank lucky stars he won't be on the gridiron Saturday night. The Pasadena coaches were so impressed with Paopao's performance against Antelope Valley, they termed him one of the best linebacks in the state.

Pasadena City College has even attempted to stimulate student support for the game by placing signs around campus announcing "Paopao is coming." The football players themselves are impressed with his playing and dread having contact with him.

Buck Paopao is making his presence known at Southern Utah University after passing for over 260 yards in last week's game. More details to come as soon as the news releases arrive. Paopao piloted the Spartans last year to the Desert Conference championship and semi-finals of the state play-offs.

The teams coach said Paopao is the best quarterback in the school's history.

Alvin Krueger, the Antelope Valley end who broke his leg in last week's game, is recovering in a local hospital. His father is famous for scoring the winning touchdown in the Rose Bowl clash of 1944.

Alvin was treated to a cake Tuesday evening by Spartans' Willie Buchanan and Eddie Johnson. It was Buchanan who applied the tackle that resulted in the freak accident.

It seems Alvin had caught the pass out in the flats and Buchanan turned and ripped him with a strong tackle, Krueger's leg was implanted in the grass, causing Buchanan to swing around him, resulting in a loud pop which was heard by Willie and a compact fracture.

The MiraCosta football team may have bitten off more than they can chew when they elected to play Pasadena City College. A much larger school, Pasadena reportedly has big offensive and defensive lines along with very fast defensive half-backs.

If the Spartans can control the ball and score plus stiffen their defense, it will be an exciting battle to watch.

For those who attended the game last week, I bet you enjoyed the ideal location of the conference stand. It's great for the Optimist to operate a booth, but why on the visitor's side? The Antelope Valley stands had but a few followers while the MiraCosta bleachers were packed. Oh well, there must be some explanation. Their pop corn is good however.

Apologies to Bruce Tillman who has informed me that it was he who blocked the field goal attempt by Palomar. Must give credit where credit is due.

JC Standings

1-College of the Redwoods (2-0)
2-Reedley (2-0)
3-Yuba (3-0)
4-MiraCosta (1-1)
5-Saddleback (1-1)
6-Mt. San Jacinto (1-1)
7-Allan Hancock (1-1)
8-Monterey Peninsula (1-1)
9-Butte (1-1)
10-Imperial Valley (1-1)
Spartans Travel North To Meet Pasadena

By John Donner

Ball control holds the key to how successful the MiraCosta football team will perform against Pasadena City College tomorrow night.

Playing on Horrell Field in the first of the season's meets at Barstow this afternoon, co-captains Martin Nolasco and Harvey Henrot will lead MiraCosta in its first cross country duel meet in the school's history. Other members of the team making the trip are Mike Parker, Carl Huggins, Richard Hargrove, Ray Carrillo, and Paul Coronil.

The team has been working hard for the past two weeks and need this first race to determine just how far along they are in conditioning. A four mile event, Barstow has already run in two meets. "I am cautiously optimistic with my team's chances this afternoon," stated Coach Tom Thompson.

How they fared

Last week results:

MIRA COSTA @ Barstow, Barstow (open date), COD (open date), Palo Verde @ Imperial Valley, Mt. San Jacinto @ Loyola University, L.A., Chaffee @ Saddleback.

Games tomorrow night:

MIRA COSTA @ Pasadena, Barstow (open date), COD (open date), Barstow.

To Meet Pasadena

Spartan Cross-Country runners meet Barstow in the first of the season's meets at Barstow this afternoon.

The game gets under way at 8:00 p.m. (Rod Steiger)

To depart, drive your vehicle on to Interstate five heading North. Keep driving until you reach Los Angeles. Remain on Five until you see a sign that says Pasadena Freeway East. Take it. The Pasadena Freeway ends at a awhile and becomes Arroye Parkway. Turn right on Route 66, also known as Colorado Street. It takes you to Lake Avenue where turn left. This leads you to Washington Avenue Blvd. Turn right at Washington and you should see Horrell Field.

If it isn't there, drive around the block and look for it. If you still can't find it, stop at any gas station and ask, or better yet, get yourself a map before you go.

This paper is not responsible for any errors in directions.

THE THIEF - Willie Buchanon puts his toe into the ball while sharpening up on his punting for tomorrow night's game with Pasadena. It won't be his booting the Lancers will have to contend with, instead, it will be his fake hand that intercepted four TV passes in last week's grid game. (Staff photo)
He's Learning About America

Come to America, the land of great opportunities!

This is just what Suratham, better known as Tom, did. After finishing the tenth grade, he informed his parents in Thailand he wished to go to school in America.

Being a typical boy, he made plans on his own and came anyway. Having no definite plans where he would attend school, Tom set out for America, first arriving in Denver.

Why there? Because approximately 30 Thai people had already assembled there. When he discovered Denver wasn't his idea of a good climate, Tom headed by bus to San Francisco.

With the false idea that school in America is much easier, he tried to help further his English. Now he has entered the hectic role of a tenth grader.

Having no definite plans where he would attend school, Tom set out for Carlsbad, where he learned not only more English but the perilous life of night school. There he resided with the Wilkersons of Carlsbad, where he learned not only more English but the perilous life of night school.

Much to his amazement, they did not.

For most of the summer Tom resided with the Wilkersons of Carlsbad, where he learned not only more English but the perilous life of night school.

Upon entering school, Tom has moved to the Channel's while he hopes to finish school at MCC in a year and a half.

Moonlighting Marine Attends Day Course

For years nearby Camp Pendleton has supplied the bulk of students enrolled in Evening Division classes at MiraCosta College.

Most of the Marines soldier during the day and then attend school at night. But L-Cpl. Mike Hodges does it backwards - he works all night and goes to college in the daylight hours. His duty assignment: Data processing.

For years nearby Camp Pendleton has supplied the bulk of students enrolled in Evening Division classes at MiraCosta College.

A native of London, England, Hodges came to the U.S. in 1967 on a student visa. He attended Orange Coast College a semester and a summer, then enlisted in the USMC.

Last June he became an American citizen and following the Preamble of the U.S. Constitution, he says his aim is "having life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

In England he played football, badminton, cricket; both on school and independent teams. He served as captain of several groups and earned his "colors" (letters).

Now Hodges considers himself "an American football player". In addition, he said, "I consider myself a Californian". But at the same time he admitted he hates baseball; thinks police are wonderful; and considers himself "just an average dull person.

When he gets out of the Marine Corps in 1970, he plans to continue college study at Orange Coast College and then to UC at Irvine.

Dr. Hibbs says:
Extraterrestrial Life Forms Plausible

"Exobiology, the study of extraterrestrial life, has become a legitimate scientific undertaking and is the priority in every space venture," pointed out Dr. Al Hibbs, noted NASA scientist and prominent lecturer.

Speculations concerning life in other worlds provided MCC students with a provocative lecture Wednesday afternoon in the Spartan gym.

"Our own solar system," said the Cal Tech graduate, "doesn't look very promising for finding other intelligent life.

He supported that statement by explaining the complicated dimension of biological systems and their inability to function and grow on our neighboring planets. However, the universe is full of star systems, and the probability of planets existing with proper life support conditions, like that of Earth, is more than likely.

"If so," said Hibbs to lead his audience into further speculations, "how far advanced might they be, how might an advanced species react to us, or why haven't they come to us?"
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